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This year at the Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival, we are exploring the theme 
‘Normality?’.  

What is ‘normality’? A whole year of lockdown has turned the world upside down, 
forcing us to re-evaluate what we think of as ‘normal’ life and ‘normal’ behaviour. 
Should things go ‘back to normal’ afterwards? Was the way we lived before ‘normal’ or 
was it damaging to our mental health? And if life does go ‘back to normal’, who is likely 
to be excluded from that?  

The context of the Covid-19 pandemic is inescapable, something that is reflected in 
several of the pieces in this collection, comprising the shortlist for this year’s Writing 
Awards. There are works that respond to the spaces and silences of the pandemic, 
drawing attention to the ways it has made us lonelier and less secure, or, at times, given 
us the space to deal with problems that would otherwise have remained caught up in 
the rush of life. Can we change for the better having experienced this new ‘normality’? 
Or does our future lie in returning to the equilibriums we had found before?  

Everybody’s ‘normality’ is different and is often shaped by intensely challenging 
experiences. Some of the stories here are heartbreaking, with characters whose lives 
seem to crack, like an egg, when faced with bereavement, relationship breakdown, 
and trauma. But there is also a lot of hope written in this book, including an ingenious 
poem that invites you to read it two directions, presenting two contrasting perspectives 
on the world, and an affirming series of journal entries about finding power in dance 
on a personal journey towards recovery.  

There were over 300 entries to this year’s competition, and it cannot be underestimated 
how difficult it was for the jury to narrow it down to a final 11. It is an outstanding 
collection of writing, featuring short stories, poetry, and creative nonfiction by talented 
writers from across Scotland, the UK and Ireland. We hope that you enjoy reading and 
that it will inspire you to think a little differently about what ‘normality’ means.  
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I am irritated by Susan’s earrings and the way they shake when she gesticulates, which I 
am beginning to realise is the majority of the hour we spend with her each week. 

Susan also has an excess of saliva. It quietly hisses when she speaks and a bubble of spit 
occasionally appears at the side of her mouth. I wish she’d just swallow more. 

I try to concentrate. Susan is talking about changing our patterns of interaction, our 
emotional connection, our communication. 

I am too easily distracted — something I learned last week, after eight years of 
marriage, that drives Ben mad — and once again I lose track of what she’s saying. 

I am preoccupied by Susan’s office. I am not sure where the £70 we pay her each week 
is going but it’s not on the decor. (The earrings, perhaps?). 

I assume the room is shared-purpose as there’s an overflowing box of books and toys 
and a plastic Fisher-Price mini kitchen in the corner. I suddenly worry the kitchen is 
a Susan-prop and she’s going to ask us to role play: “let’s pretend you’re at home and 
you’re cooking Ben a romantic meal. Ben, pour Rose a glass of wine to help her relax.” I 
would pay an extra £70 to not do this.

The walls are covered in a garish patterned wallpaper, peppered with blu tac blobs 
holding faded corners of long-gone posters left behind. One poster remains - a duck, 
wearing red wellies, is splashing in a puddle. When Susan leaves the room, I suggest to 
Ben that it’s her graduation photo and I snort out loud at my joke. Ben used to find my 
shit jokes funny but now he gives me a tired half-smile and reminds me that Susan is a 
guidance counsellor and not a full quack. 

The chairs we sit on are like the ones you find in a doctor’s waiting room - plastic-
coated metal frames with cheap, squeaky leather seats. An uncomfortable chair to 
remind us of the discomfort of talking about our marriage with a stranger. Every time 
Ben fidgets he lets out an inappropriately-timed squeak which never fails to make me 
smile. 

Ben is now telling Susan that when we argue I keep my temper just to make him lose 
his. I look out the window - it’s raining again.
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After our session we will cross the road and sit in ‘Beirut Shish’, a neon-illuminated 
Lebanese restaurant, and eat chicken shawarma in lukewarm flatbreads. This has 
become our weekly routine, an attempt at making our counselling session into ‘date 
night’. 

We’ll sit opposite each other, under strip lighting by the corner fish tank, and smile 
- both secretly grateful for the loud Arabian lute music that fills our silence. I didn’t 
imagine I’d ever be thankful for the Arabian lute but it distracts from the pretence that 
we’re not holding grudges about everything we’ve just said in Susan’s office. 

I tell myself it’s positive that we’re both still turning up - proof that we still want to try. I 
am sure that’s half the battle. I suppose it’s brave we’re asking for outside help when we 
can’t seem to fix things from inside. 

I know that if I were really brave I’d leave. I’d give Ben the chance to have the baby he 
now pretends he doesn’t want in order to not hurt my feelings. He’s still too kind to 
blame me (at least out loud) for having the broken parts that stop him from becoming 
a father. 

I know a bit about bravery. I wear a necklace with a tiny silver acorn to remind me of 
those eight slow minutes she gasped and quivered in my hands. Despite being small 
enough to fit in my left palm, she showed the strength of an age-old tree. 

It’s absurd to think I would forget: the detail of the hand-sewn peach flowers on 
the hospital pillows, the faded name badge of our bereavement midwife ‘Patience’ 
(the irony not lost on me) and the indent on my thumb from the plastic button of 
the morphine drip. Oh! The sweet steady trickle of morphine - the one positive of 
stillbirth. 

You would think the birth was the most harrowing part but it was the horror etched 
on Ben’s face in the days that followed that haunted me the most. It was the milk that 
flooded and swelled my breasts without a baby to suckle them. It was the way I became 
a cliche of grief and demanded an 8am daily whisky to take the edge off - more a 
dishevelled Father Jack than a stylish Don Draper - and the strange way I would pace 
the living room, arms outstretched, desperately grasping at the air but finding nothing.

I had felt the depths of depression before but this grief was unlike anything I’d known. 
It actively squeezed my chest. I was a heady mix of indignant rage and resignation - the 
world had done its worst, what else could it throw at me. I wondered how long I would 
have to sit alone before I stopped looking back.
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We managed to somehow trudge our way through the weeks. Ben went out to buy 
extra vases for all the bouquets that filled our dining room, we consoled our sad family 
and friends when they came round to weep with us and despite my virulent dislike of 
Tupperware, I ate all the stews that arrived in orange-stained plastic with mismatching 
lids. We carried her tiny coffin and threw her into the air, and although no stone bore 
her name, it was firmly scored on my heart to wear as long as life. 

Together, we ticked off all the stages of bereavement, congratulating ourselves on our 
progress with moving on. We almost revelled in a smugness - a literal high-five on 
nailing the survival of multiple dead babies (we have since acknowledged this was a 
strange brag). 

I even managed to crack a few bad mother jokes. “Where did I leave the baby?!” I’d cry 
in mock horror, whilst lifting cushions and checking under the coffee table (back when 
I could still make Ben laugh with my shit jokes).

Not long after she was born, we got a letter from The Willows announcing they were 
holding a ward fundraiser. I pictured hordes of bereaved parents being wheeled out 
for the show, visitors queuing round the block for the fairground attraction: ‘Haunted 
House of Ruined Marriages and Never-Realised Families’. “Look at these poor people 
- these ghosts! Throw your money at them!”. If that didn’t tug at your heart and your 
purse strings, nothing would. Ben suggested we go but I refused to return to those 
hallways of Dettol and despair.

And now, a year on, here we are trying to work out what we’re left with. Susan tells us 
grief is the price we pay for love and it’s what remains afterwards that’s important. She 
sounds like an audio self-help book and I can’t help thinking it would have been just as 
useful, and certainly cheaper, to have downloaded a podcast. 

Spurred on by Susan’s encouragement, I tried to kiss Ben after last week’s session. He 
seemed to sense my advances and turned his head so sharply I got a mouthful of ear 
lobe instead. I suppose it was a surefire way to ensure we don’t fall pregnant again. I 
spent the rest of the night wondering whether we would ever have sex again purely 
for sex’s sake. I guess it would help if I didn’t see his penis as a cannon of death and 
heartbreak. 

We have two more Susan sessions left. I ask her tonight if we should expect to be 
feeling “more fixed” by now. Saliva begins to foam between her lips. Ben crosses his 
legs and lets out a squeak. I look out the window into the darkness.
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He awoke to the high screeching of the seagulls. Below his stomach, the dull, insistent 
throbbing was worse than it had been when he’d awoken earlier. He needed to go to the 
toilet. But if he called out for Mama now, the other mama would come. The crazy one. 
     That’s the way it had been all his short life. And because he had never known 
anything else, the bites, the kicks and punches, even the cigarette burns, for ten-year-
old Albert were as normal as those nights she dragged him from his bed and down the 
stairs and into the back garden, where she locked him away in the chicken house till 
the morning. He was used to it. Accepted it. But what terrified him was that the good 
mama would go away forever. The one that loved him. 

     He could try sneaking out to the bathroom by himself. Try to pee quietly down the 
shower plughole. But if she caught him walking without his wheelchair, she would be 
even crazier. He was a cripple. Something she told him many times. He couldn’t walk. 
If ever anybody, especially the doctors, saw him walking about like a normal person, 
they would take him away from her. Forever. So, instead, he did what he usually did, 
and released the pee into the sanitary pad. 
     Initially Albert felt the huge relief that came with doing pee. The instant warmth 
comforting. But this turned quickly cold. And the stinky smell made him feel queasy. 
He wanted to sit up, pull back the duvet, swing his legs onto the floor, and pull off his 
peejays to get rid of the smelly nappy. But Mama always heard everything. The sound 
of the bed creaking and squeaking would wake her. Have her rushing into the room, all 
the love and tenderness drained from her face. In its place the angry mama’s eyes, like 
seagull’s eyes.   

So he lay there awake. And waited. And while he waited, he imagined himself 
somewhere else. Someone else. He was the boy that went out fishing with that old man 
in the book his grandad read to him those times his mama left him with her father. 
She warned him that his grandad was no different to others. If Albert pretended to be 
normal by speaking properly or by pushing to his feet from his wheelchair, he’d never 
see his mama again.
     But his grandad treated him and spoke to him in a way the others didn’t. He talked 
to him just like he did to everyone else. With Albert, his grandad never raised his 
voice. Nor did he slow down his speech. Albert loved to listen to his grandad tell him 
about his boyhood growing up on a farm with milking cows, chickens, horses and 
ponies. But best of all was when he took him to the stables where the blue roan mare 
had given birth to a foal.
     Sometimes when his mama came to bring him home, she gave out to his grandad 
when she watched him treating him as though he were normal. His grandad seldom 
answered her directly, except to say that he really hoped she wasn’t mistreating Albert.
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     That’s when she would start to scream and shout and make all kinds of threats. All 
the time and effort she had put into her son. The huge sacrifices she had made. And for 
him, her own father, to undermine this by confusing the child with alphabets, numbers 
and books. When the child couldn’t even put a single sentence together. 
     On the way home in the car, his mama always asked him what his grandad had tried 
to teach him. But Albert learned to tell her only enough so that she didn’t become the 
angry mama. So she might even let him sleep in her bed that night, and not be put into 
the chicken coop with Smokey the black cockerel and his seven hens.  
     Albert’s mama was pleased, as he knew she would be, to find he had to be changed. 
     “Mama’s best boy,” she said, when he was cleaned up, dressed and she had carried 
him down the stairs on her back and strapped him into his special chair. 
Before him she put a glass of water and a children’s blue plastic plate with two plain 
crackers. Into the water she measured four teaspoons of milk. As always, Albert was 
hungry. But he’d learned long ago that Mama knew best. He had a weak gut. If he ate 
too much he’d be sick.

     While he was chewing his crackers slowly to make them last, Albert watched his 
mama open the drawer to the fitment. 
     “That hair of yours is getting too long,” she said, as she came at him with the silver 
trimmer in her hand. 
     Albert placed the palm of his hand on the crown of his head. Except for the two or 
three scabby scrapes that hadn’t yet healed, his scalp felt as tightly shorn as one of the 
sheep on his grandad’s farm. She had only shaved his head a few days ago. He closed 
his eyes while she ran the electric razor over his head. 
     “Is Albert going to the hostipal?” he said. He knew how to pronounce the word 
‘hospital’, but Mama preferred it when he said ‘hostipal’. She said it was so cute. And 
she always encouraged him to talk about himself in the third person. 
     “No, love. We’re going to Dr Roche.” 

     Without Mama telling him what to do, he tilted his head backwards and opened his 
mouth. Mama made a little squeal of delight, clapped her hands close to her chest and 
jumped up. She sang a few snatches of the spider song as she rustled about in the same 
drawer where she kept the hair-trimmer. 
     “That’s Mama’s best boy,” she said, with the long plastic tube coiled about her hand 
like a synthetic snake. 
     The tube she then put down Albert’s throat. Something else he was accustomed to. 
To the tube she attached the big fat syringe thingy. Inside it the creamy white drink he’d 
watched her prepare earlier. The drink to which she sometimes added the sachets of 
salt they took from McDonald’s. 
“Now,” she said. “This’ll make you big and strong.”
     Albert watched alternately Mama’s tongue, which stuck out the side of her mouth, 
and the plunger, as she pushed it slowly through the barrel of the fat syringe. Before 
removing the tube, she took photos of him. Between shots she came out from behind 
the lens, her expression like a sad smiley face.
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     Albert mimicked Mama’s unhappy face. That’s what she wanted. She clicked the 
camera again. And again. Before they left the house, she uploaded the photos of Albert 
on Facebook.
     By the time Mama had driven him to the doctor’s in her specially adapted car, with 
Albert in his wheelchair in the back, the nausea had taken hold, his head was splitting, 
he had soiled his nappy, and the cramp in his stomach was so bad it felt like there was 
an invisible hand inside him squeezing his stomach.    
     Dr Roche wasn’t there. Why not, his mama asked the receptionist. He’d come down 
with something the receptionist said. That very morning. But Dr Finnerty had taken 
his place for the day. She could, of course, come back tomorrow, when, hopefully, Dr 
Roche would be back on duty. 

     “My child needs medical care around the clock.” She spat the words. 
     “Take a seat, please,” the woman behind the hatch said. 
     From his wheelchair, Albert could see only the woman’s head. 
     Beady eyes, bespectacled eyes, some red and rheumy, watched him sadly from faces 
the colour of melted candle wax as Mama wheeled him into the waiting room. Three or 
four of the eyes’ owners used his name and his Mama’s name. And how was he? How 
was Albert? Such a fine big boy he was growing into. A proper little man he was. 
Despite the dull, throbbing pain in his stomach, and the sharp screeching in his head, 
Albert felt inside him an instant warmth. As though someone had flicked an internal 
switch.  

     “What’s wrong with him today?” one tiny woman asked in a teeny-weeny voice. But 
she didn’t wait for an answer. Instead she twisted her childlike frame in the plastic chair 
and spoke to the woman beside her. A heavy woman with round glasses that made her 
look like an owl. 
     Not too much more was said between Mama and the other women until Albert’s 
name was called to see the doctor. 

     Unlike Dr Roche, who usually just nodded and clacked on his computer keyboard 
while Mama listed off Albert’s latest symptoms and problems, Dr Finnerty frowned 
and listened intently as Mama explained how the diarrhoea and vomiting began that 
morning. And how he couldn’t keep anything down. She began to list off the usual long 
string of illnesses and conditions from which she maintained he suffered, when the 
doctor enquired about Albert’s shaved head and the scabs. 
     “He scratches himself,” she said. “A psychological disorder.” 

     It was then that the doctor brought something up on his computer screen, which 
further furrowed his brow. He told Mama that there were no records of the illnesses 
she’d mentioned being clinically diagnosed. And when he suggested that he check his 
heartrate and his blood-pressure and arrange to have Albert’s bloods tested, Mama 
stood up.
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     “We’ll come back tomorrow,” she said. “When Dr Roche is here.” And she rasped 
something about young doctors just out of school not knowing what they’re talking 
about. 

Over the next few days, strange people, men and women, called to their house. And 
with them twice a policeman and a policewoman. At first Mama spoke to them softly, 
and offered them tea and biscuits. But Albert saw in Mama’s eyes the change that 
always came before the other mama took over. She shouted at them then, at times 
using some words that Albert didn’t understand. 

 On their final visit, they brought Albert into the living room, while others stayed 
with Mama in the kitchen. They asked him many questions. Albert tried to answer the 
way Mama had taught him to respond to doctors and nurses. But he knew he made 
mistakes at times. And when he didn’t have an answer to some questions, they smiled 
and told him that his grandad would be there soon. 

     Albert’s grandad arrived in his big red jeep. He spoke to the visitors for a while, 
before telling Albert that he was going to go and stay with him on the farm for a spell. 
They got some of his things and left the house.

     On Saturday morning Albert watched from his wheelchair as his grandad separated 
the blue roan mare from its foal in the lower paddock. His grandad explained that the 
mother horse had attacked its offspring, kicking and biting at it. Not something that 
happened very often. But when it did, there was no way to fix it. The mare was not for 
taming. 

     Albert wanted to know why the mother horse would attack its own foal. 
     “She has her reasons,” his grandad said. “Her instincts. Could be that the foal is sick. 
Were they in the wild, the young horse wouldn’t stand a chance of survival.” But he 
couldn’t be quite sure of the reason. Maybe it had to do with the instinct to preserve 
the future generations of her herd. Or a territorial thing. Or something else.
     “Will the foal die now, Grandad?” 

     His grandad shook his head, and spat into the dry earth.
     “No,” he said. “We’ll look after him. Give him all the attention and care his mother 
can’t.”

     Inside his stomach Albert felt a bubbling sensation. And, without realising what he 
was doing, he pushed himself out of his wheelchair and worked his way closer to the 
paddock where his grandad was fixing a harness to the blue roan mare. 
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A single egg rattles on the plastic shelf. A red stamp on the shell is a faint warning. It won’t be 
read. In a bottom drawer there is a bag of baby potatoes and a Braeburn apple, both becoming 
softer and smaller. An opened can of Heinz tomato soup has settled in the inside of the door. 
It won’t be consumed. 

Isobel peers into the darkness, looking for clues. There is a non-threatening hum and the 
requisite coldness. The back inner wall sweats. A soggy label used to read Beko. She tuts and 
closes the door. As she often does now, she pauses to reassure herself that this is not a door 
that she need lock. She jerks opens the door. Nothing has changed. There is no light. 

Her staying power is not an issue; her bladder is. Isobel takes herself out of the kitchen and 
into the bathroom. She has stopped wearing underpants so needs only to gather the hem of 
her nightgown in her two loose fists. She sits. She urinates with some difficulty. She swipes 
a wad of toilet paper under the cold tap then wipes herself. The coolness is a momentary 
pleasure. It won’t fix anything.

Padding back into the kitchen, Isobel blanches. It is not yet 9 am and the November sun clings 
half-heartedly to the linoleum, despite the closed blind over the sink. Her feet are clammy in 
her slippers. She backs out of them foot by foot, then bends slowly to retrieve both offenders 
and places them in the bin. For a moment, her feet leave dewy prints on the floor. They 
evaporate slowly.

Isobel is interrupted by her telephone, which rings insistently. Although it has no cord, she 
leans close to lift the receiver. It is too late to amend such habits.

How are things, mum?

Anna is not easy. She does not accept her mother’s words at face value and is always 
pushing, pushing. Isobel imagines Anna’s ear pressed hard to her mobile telephone 
four towns away, as if she might hear what is unsaid through mere physical endeavour. 
Isobel gives a carefully-chosen inch: 

The fridge, Anna. The light is stuck.

Isobel’s voice is an infrequent visitor and it has been some time since she said anything she 
meant. 

I can’t hear you, mum. 

Have you turned your heating on, mum?

Mum, make sure you’re keeping yourself warm.
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The quieter woman had come brandishing a blanket which Isobel did 
not want. She had tried to hold her hand at one point. They had sent 

two women to her bedside to hear a story that she would not find 
words for. Anna had come and gone according to visiting hours. 

The woman writing on a tiny notepad had handwriting like flames. 
It had quickly become a simpleton’s interview, with Isobel in a flecked 

gown, nodding her head for yes and shaking it for no.

Did he...?

Do you remember what he...?

I know this is difficult but can you tell me where he...?

If she stares hard enough, she thinks she can she make out a slither of light just below the 
handle, where the rubbery seal looks like something took a bite out of it. After she had been 
discharged and taken home, she had come through the front door and walked straight to the 
fridge. Opening the door, the coolness had offered itself to her in darkness. A packet of 
grey pork slices lay impotent in the shadows. Isobel could not remember the light being 
out before. She had decided it was a matter of confusion and that the light was being activated 
when the door was shut, instead of opened. When opened, it revealed a darkness, a domestic 
morgue. Somehow, the mechanism had become mixed up. Backwards. For no fathomable 
reason, it had gone wrong. 

George would have known what to do. He would have rattled around inside, fiddling with 
invisible parts. Of course, when George was last here the fridge was only a few years old and 
would not have required maintenance. Buying a new appliance from the Co-op had taken 
months of saving stamps and sacrifice. Isobel had been keen on a tan Frigidaire model but 
George had known white would be more enduring. If she thought it would be worthwhile, 
Isobel might dig out the folder where George had filed warranties and receipts. 

By lunchtime, Isobel has not left the kitchen. She is perched on a wooden chair, leaning 
forward to peer at the fridge, trying to figure out how to prove that the insides are currently 
bathed in light. When the postman raps on the glass panels, she jumps and some urine leaks 
but she stays put so as to maintain concentration. She does not have to worry about the front 
door. There are extra locks now. 

His name was Scott, they had said, although she had not asked. He 
was young. He was not addicted to drugs or alcohol. 

He did not try to find valuables. The one doing the writing hadn’t 
quite looked at Isobel when she explained that his motive appeared to 

be singular. It had been one of the hottest nights of the summer.
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Isobel has a vague recollection that she should have eaten lunch by now. George would often 
pop to the shop for a pair of well-fired rolls bundled together and make them up with corned 
beef. He always buttered the rolls on both sides. It would be too much for her now. Anna 
comes fortnightly with a big shop. She stuffs her mother’s cupboards with non-perishables 
while she lectures her. She asks question after question, then continues as if Isobel has 
answered. She will come today.

As if she hadn’t tried it hundreds of times over the past months, Isobel lunges with the sudden 
belief that if she yanks the door open, she will capture the light before it manages to turn itself 
off. Her buttocks stick to the wooden chair momentarily and its legs rattle on the linoleum. 

Hah! Isobel croaks, her heavy breath an instant echo. She tries to tell herself that she caught it 
as she steadies herself against the countertop with both hands. The skin on her hands is more 
papery than she remembered. 

Hands on her body were a distant whisper. George had been gone 
for eighteen years. Her body had been her own for so long. She had 
known even before she fully awoke. The light had completely gone. 

The whispering hands became screams.

The letterbox rattles. Mum? Mum! Once Isobel has recovered, she begins the tentative shuffle 
towards the front of the house. A letter is jammed in the bristles of the letter box. It won’t be 
read. 

Anna clutches a bouquet of Morrison’s carrier bags. Her cheeks are pink and she looks busy, 
even though she is still. It is a sign of life. It throws Isobel. 

Right mum, I’ve got you some bits. Anna is off, into the kitchen, launching into a monologue about 
beans and work and doctors’ appointments. Isobel fiddles with the locks on the front door, 
making sure, even though her daughter won’t stay long.

What did you have for lunch? What happened to your slippers? Mum?

As Anna enters the kitchen, Isobel is aware that Anna is looking at her. She is still again. Why 
haven’t you put the heating on, mum? It’s November! She bypasses the beginnings of protests and 
turns the wall switch on. A faint rumble starts up somewhere beneath the floorboards.

The heat of the early August evening had been cloying. In the day, 
Isobel had attempted some light gardening but the sun was relentless. 
She had decided on an earlier bedtime and settled into a bed that had 
become lopsided over time. She left her bedroom window ajar in the 

vain hope of a breeze. The skin stretched across her chest held the 
garden heat. It had still been light as she dozed off.
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The kitchen is now red-hot and Anna is trying to force a cardigan upon her mother. There are 
two mugs on the kitchen table. Isobel thinks she will leave but Anna remembers her mother’s 
mention of the fridge. With effort, Isobel glances over at the appliance. She tells her daughter 
than the light has become muddled. Anna goes to the fridge and opens the door. Okay, I see. 
The light is out. It probably needs a new bulb. I’ll ask Neil to pop round and take a look. Neil won’t come. 
Isobel shakes her head and tries to make her daughter understand. It’s light inside just now. There’s 
a light on. Her voice becomes higher pitched. 

It is obvious that Anna thinks it absurd but she comes up with the idea of recording a video 
on her mobile phone. Isobel is on board; she is keen to be proved right. Anna taps and swipes 
a screen, then reaches in to place her phone, horizontally, against the back wall of the fridge, 
some distance behind the egg. Closing the door, she says, Okay, mum, it’s recording.

They wait. 

Her feet are clammy again. As Anna pulls the door open, Isobel reflexively jerks her head to 
see inside. Their faces appear side by side in the phone. Anna’s hand becomes large on the 
screen as she reaches in to retrieve it. She taps and swipes some more then leans in to show 
her mother the screen. Ready? With a tap of a red button, the screen shuffles to life. There are 
ten seconds of muffled frenzy before the camera pans out on Anna’s frowning face, partially 
obscured by a giant egg. 

Seconds later, darkness. Isobel waits. But there is nothing more. Anna taps the phone to show 
the seconds of the recording passing until light fills the screen with mother and daughter. But 
behind the door is only darkness. 

Anna’s chin had trembled when the nurse said sexual trauma and signs 
of infection in the same way she might say grazed knee. She had gripped 
her mother’s purple hand tighter. Isobel hadn’t even blinked.

As Anna is leaving, she forces her mother into simpleton mode as she strides around the 
house rattling each newly-double-glazed window to prove they are secure. Isobel follows, 
mumbling over the old carpets. Anna no longer attempts hugs but lingers outside the front 
door until all the internal locks are back in place, then calls a soft goodbye from the other side.

Isobel cannot reach the switch for the heating quickly enough. The house is swelling with 
its fortnightly blast of warmth. Somewhere deep within her, the impulse to open a window 
penetrates her consciousness and she starts towards the closed blind before laughing out loud. 
Stupid old fool. 

The wooden chairs are lukewarm with lingering body heat. Isobel carefully tucks them under 
the kitchen table. She takes the two mugs over to the sink and rinses them. The clock has not 
been put back to match the earlier nights; it still displays 7.15pm. It won’t be changed. No light 
remains creeping round the edges of the blind. The day has gone. 
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The bedsheet is clammy beneath her nightgown.
Her sternum searing.

The burning where her underpants had been.
Her fists feeble.

Her thrashing tongue claustrophobic and dry inside his big palm.
A window wide open. 

The linoleum is cool under her buttocks. It is momentarily a relief before her body betrays her 
and begins to warm the floor beneath her. The scent of hot urine rises. Anna would be home 
by now. She might be telling Neil about the fridge. 

In Isobel’s hand is a single egg. She rattles it dully inside her fist. The fridge door is open above 
her, a black mouth gawping at the old woman on the floor. The electric hum grows louder. 

George, we should’ve got the Frigidaire. 

It is colder now. Isobel raises her arm to shoulder height and unclenches her fingers. She does 
not blink. A single egg shatters and spreads. 

It won’t be cleaned up.
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After it happens, I know I’m a fuckwit. I can smear the shame over my body. Coat myself in 
it several inches thick, then crumple myself into the tiniest atom of loathsome awfulness. I’m 
undoubtedly the worst human being who ever lived.

He’s gone. Slunk out, taking his MacBook with him. I know why. He’s worried I’ll take a 
hammer to it. His life in his MacBook, typed from this spare-room. I can obliterate all his 
work in a split second of uncontrolled fury. More likely, I’d throw it against the wall like I’d just 
done with the glasses and tumblers. Amy Hawes, demented glass thrower and killer of ex-
boyfriends. 

Oh God, the wall. There are fucking bits of glass embedded in it. Like deeply embedded. An 
Adam-shaped crime silhouette in shards around where he’s been sitting on the bed. 
I remember coming into the room. I remember asking him something. What was it I said….?  
I planned it so carefully. I tried three different outfits trying to get the impression right: pretty; 
casual; sane. Hair down, no hair up. I briefly considered naked, but last time I tried that it 
terrified him.

It’s been a year since he moved out of our bedroom and into the spare-room - stroke office - 
stroke prison - stroke safe haven. Five years since we’ve had sex. I remember it. We made love 
the morning after we flew back from Japan. Since then, he can’t seem to get it up around me. 
Because I’m fat? Because I’m a loathsome human being? I hate him for making me feel like 
that. Then I hate myself even more. Add it to the bottomless bucket of self-loathing.

I crave the comfort of his warm body. I crave him wrapping himself around me. Being held 
like he used to hold me. I ache for it so much I cry. I can’t face a future without it. I can’t think 
about being alone. It gives me panic attacks. I hyperventilate and feel like I’m dying. Without 
him, I will. 
I’d give anything to make it right again. 
What was it the therapist said?
“You’re an empath, Amy. You feel deeply. You love deeply. You need to reclaim power over 
emotional overload. Maintain boundaries.”
I remember knocking on the door, the lightest rat-tat, stuck my head around, tried to smile 
with my eyes. Every fibre ready to explode in joyous optimism, passionate, wild, reconciliative, 
me-on-top sex. Just like it was in the beginning. He said he’d fallen in love with my ‘colour’ 
and my ‘energy.’ I was sunshine yellow with more than a hint of untamed abandonment. The 
sex had been awesome. Even he admitted that.
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I can make it right again. Light, Amy, keep it light and happy.
“Hey.” Small voice. See, I can do light-hearted, no drama. 
He was sat upright in bed, working on his MacBook. 

He looked up. I felt a surge of love. Was it happiness? Yes. I can sort this. 
“Hi.” He shut his MacBook and looked up. Oh God, he looked worried. Nerves made his face 
twitch.
“I don’t know how to start this Adam. I want to be a proper couple again. Neither of us 
is perfect. I’m a witch sometimes. I know I am. I fly off the handle. I drive you mad with 
obsessive house re-arranging. I’m working on it. All of it. I can be better.”
No response. Was that fear?
“But you’re not perfect either, you know. You do what you want to do, when you want to do 
it. We never spend time together. You prefer your mates over me. You brush over how I’m 
feeling. I feel… Dismissed. Emotionally Invalidated… Everything is always my fault. You 
make me feel like I’m going crazy.”
I was getting faster. I was building. Losing control. My voice went up an octave. I was at least 
half-way up the hill.
“Ten years is a long time. We’ve got something, haven’t we? I’ve… I’ve been thinking…. You’re 
always telling me I overthink but I don’t think I am this time. You think we could…?  Can we 
maybe….. give couple counselling another go?” 
I was faltering and finishing weakly. 
“I love you.” 
I limped it home. Waited and studied his face for the response I needed. My face was 
crumpling. I was literally holding my breath trying to stop myself from crying.
And still I waited. 
Was he chewing a wasp?
His mouth was contorting, but nothing was coming out. As if he was agonising over the 
words. 
When he started, it was slow, quiet, deliberate. Jeez, autism? He certainly lacked the empathy 
and emotional intelligence.
Eventually.
“Amy, we’ve been here. I can’t. I don’t want it anymore. I thought we agreed. A break. You can 
stay here. I’m not throwing you out. As long as you need. But I can’t. I’m sorry…..” His turn to 
tail off. 
It was like a switch flicked in my brain. 
I wasn’t even part of my body. 
Someone who looked like me, but a monster. A loathsome wounded creature.  A howling, 
screaming, morphing banshee from a horror movie was hurling glasses from a table at his 
head.
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Adam had a habit of sneaking glasses of lemon squash up to the room and never bringing 
them down again. There were about 15 of the buggers. One after the other I filled them with 
venom and hurled them with super-human force. Each one shattered into a maelstrom of 
glittering agony. Glass three…. four…… seven….. nine. Boof, boof, boof. I must be a terrible 
shot. Not one hit him. I don’t even know if the fragments cut him. It must have been crazy 
Armageddon. I don’t remember. There’s a red-wall of blank-fury between asking him the 
question and being back in my room. 

When I ripped my clothes off hoping to rip the shame off alongside, I found fragments of glass 
in my bra. 

He’d slunk out at some point. Still naked, I set about rearranging the furniture in the house. 
Cleaning and getting things into a new order. I started with the bookcase. The books were out 
of size order. The small books looked better over there. The big books here. The interesting 
books had to go at eye level, where people could see them. Hide the trashy ones on the bottom 
shelf. Intersperse them. See how our lives intertwine. We can’t separate. One book of Adam’s, 
one book of mine. Order was control. Scrub away at the shame until it’s raw, sore and I’ve paid 
the price. 

Ordering and cleaning always made me feel better. So did Facebook and feigning middle-class 
contentment. In between ordering, I posted some happy comments on other people’s pictures. 
‘Whit-Whoooooo. Lookin’ amazing girl, you sassy stunner.’ A friend’s new profile pic. It got 
a ‘love’ immediately. ‘Happy Birthday, Lovely-Lady. When you coming round so we can open 
that Prosecco?’ 

Just for good measure, I posted a load of comments on Adams’ friends pages, ‘Gorgeous doll 
of a baby. Can’t wait to meet her in person. Congrats Proud Daddy-Bear.’ ‘Loving it. Looks 
amazin’! Remember our invite to the house warming.’ 

Normality was returning. I’d make it up to him. I’d cook something special for dinner for 
us. Maybe lamb Rogan Josh. Made from scratch with all the spices ground in the pestle and 
mortar. No cheating jars here! It was his favourite meal and one of the first I ever made for 
him. Raita, mango chutney, home-made flatbread, the works. Don’t mention the Glass-War 
and all that. I’ll have a drive on being extra, extra nice. 

Hope was a drug I embraced without question. 

I’ll sort the wall out too. I began flicking through expensive Edwardian wallpapers that might 
suit the room. What the heck, I stuck 3 rolls in the basket. He’d probably quite like those. 

It was about three weeks after the War of The Glasses, that it happened. 

I got a message via Facebook. Sent to me from someone I don’t know. A girl. Woman. 
Whatever. I scrutinised the pages, her posts. Mostly it was private. I didn’t glean a lot. I got 
fixated on whether she was fatter than me or vice versa and bizarrely whether she had nice 
teeth. I read the message over and over again trying to make sense of it. Losing him, losing 
this, here, now. It was a suffocating blanket extinguishing life.

The utter, absolute bastard. I hated him. I loved him. I hated him. Terror and anger made it 
difficult to breathe. Already I was dying.
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Hi Amy

I apologise for the unsolicited message and hope it doesn’t come as too much of a shock.

I’ve been seeing the guy you’re living with, Adam for almost a year. He’s lovely, smart, 
funny, charming. I’ve fallen hard. I really like him. 

He describes things at home as ‘complicated.’ I still don’t know what that means.

He told me when we met that he was single. Yet entertaining me at his home has been off 
limits for almost a year. So are most of his friends. He says you’re living there temporarily 
as a friend until you find somewhere new to live. After a year, something doesn’t feel 
quite right.

I was brought up to respect the sisterhood and wouldn’t stand on another woman’s toes. 
I’m checking in to see what the situation is.

If you guys are still together, then I will respectfully bow out.

Yours

Rachel

Without warning I was up, over and hurtling off the cliff of Emotional Dysregulation. Before 
I could think about counting. Let alone practice the mind focus, mindfulness or breathing 
exercises. 

I don’t remember emptying the medicine cabinet and laying the contents over the bed. 
Venlafaxine, Diazepam (the heavy duty 10mg bad boys and the weeny baby 2mg ones), 
Quetiapine, Paracetamol.  The Piriton? I’m not sure what I thought that was going to do. 
Maybe stop me coming out in hives to the other cocktail of drugs. Finally, Lansoprazole and 
Cerazette just to make sure I didn’t get heartburn, or a baby along the way.

The last thing I remember as the ambulance arrived was Adam holding my hand and crying. 
I don’t even know when he came back or into my room. His voice was faint. It felt a long way 
away.

“Hold on Amy, just hold on. I’m here. I’m not leaving you. I’m not going anywhere.”

The barely beating pulse of hope and love. 

Hope is being able to see there is light despite all of the darkness. 
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Sober is strange.  It’s limbo: an extended layover in a soulless airport, mindlessly passing the 
hours until my delayed flight number is called.  I boxed up the remnants of my old life and left 
them by the roadside, then entered this strange waiting area to be called forth into a new one.  
When I got here, I discovered that this non-place is populated by billions of other people, each 
on their own journey from here to there.  

Tentative sobriety is my personal holding cell between god and the devil, between life and 
half-life and the burning embers of the past.  Yet this period of waiting and holding out for 
better days is a universal phenomenon: the ‘new normal’.

The occupants of this waiting room have set up camp for the long-haul.  They work in 
pyjamas, stress-eat and watch pixelated replicas of their friends’ faces turn grey with worry 
over zoom.  They oscillate between doom scrolling and desperately clinging to memories of 
the old normal.  They are sinking, drowning in fatigue and memory, trying to sit tight until 
the pubs reopen.  Most of limbo’s occupants are waiting for a flight back home, back to the 
five-day work week and drinking to forget on weekends.  Back to the week-night wine and 
booze-soaked Sundays in the park.  Back to booking entire holidays with the sole purpose of 
carving out more time to drink.  

I’m in the queue for a different flight.  

*

For as long as I’ve been on this planet, I’ve wanted to escape it.  I never gave much thought 
as to why; just suspected that some people never make peace with ordinary life.  Even in 
childhood my head was too loud, the incessant chatter of manic thoughts commanding my 
attention at all times. A little voice that shamed and chastised would pick off passing thoughts 
and play them on repeat until they became mantras: You are alone.  You are worthless. You 
might never be loved. 

Because of this, I never developed what you might call a personality.  There were no interests 
or talents, only fear, and a series of ruinous reflexes in response to the cacophony inside my 
skull.  At nine years old I was already obsessed with the ticking of the clock: a sense of loss yet 
to happen, a fear of being left alone with my broken mind.  I learned to divide time into bite-
sized segments, fill each one with enough stimulation to block out the loneliness.  One chunk 
of time, then the next, and the next.  Fill it with anything to make you forget.

I learned to numb myself with food, gorging on chocolate to the point of sickness, then 
slapping my body in every flesh-covered place screaming fat, worthless piece of shit as I 
sobbed in front of the cruel, unforgiving mirror.  By the time I had my first period, my body 
was already a warzone.  My needs – for food, comfort and inner peace – were locked in a 
never-ending battle with shame. 

Compulsive eating was my gateway drug, but I soon discovered a variety of numbing agents 
for the internal sting of shame: the cheap adrenaline rush of shoplifting, the quiet release of 
self-harm, the dizzy absolution of a skipped meal.  Then, finally, alcohol.   
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I drove out to an East Lothian village with a bunch of kids I knew from Saturdays in town.  We 
pitched a tent in the long grass, and somebody passed around a two-litre bottle of cider.  Sud-
denly I was laughing for what felt like the very first time.  The next morning, I awoke outside 
a broken tent, squinting at the sunlight and gasping for water.  I couldn’t recall a thing about 
the night before, and this strange new blankness was the closest to peace I’d ever known.  My 
friends told me that a game of Truth or Dare had ended in us all running naked through the 
fields.  I thought of my body, the too-muchness of it, its scarred limbs and scared heart and 
fists full of apology, and wondered how I ever could have felt so free.  Alcohol had gifted me 
the power to forget how much I hated my body.  I chugged a litre of water then dragged my 
bones to the bus stop, enamoured.  My very first hangover.  

*

I see a nutritionist in the summer between lockdowns.  Before the appointment I fill out a 
three-part questionnaire over two hours, detailing the intricacies of my history, both medical 
and emotional.  Under “areas of most concern” I put stomach upset, insomnia, chronic fatigue.  
Secondary concerns: there is pain in every cell in my body, fear in every breath that I breathe.  
I write chronic pain, anxiety, bouts of mania and depression.  

The form asks if I’ve had any physical trauma or injuries.  My lower back twinges to remind 
me:  slipped discs, recurrent.  

Excessive antibiotic use?  I recall one Christmas in London drinking virgin cocktails and 
willing my body to heal.  An A&E visit followed by a two-hour wait in the queue for a blood 
test the following morning.  A trip to the walk-in GP clinic on New Years’ Day.  Four months on 
antibiotics for various infections. 

Any childhood trauma?  Four deaths by age fourteen and the loss of myself makes five.  
Twenty homes by the age of twenty.  I write some. 

Alcohol courted me every weekend, held my hand through all the awkward firsts of being a 
teenager then steered me into adulthood blindfolded as if preparing me for a big surprise.  
Alcohol cradled me through my first heartbreak, then the next one, and the next.  It  made 
the tedious hours working minimum wage seem worth it, when at the end of the day I could 
change into a fabulous outfit and dance until 3am on the stage at Studio 24.  When I turned 
eighteen, alcohol accompanied me on the flight from Edinburgh to Sydney, holding my hand 
as I wrenched myself out at the roots and replanted myself on the other side of the world.  
Alcohol quieted the voice in my head that had been obsessed, since the age of nine, with 
the ticking of the clock. When the voice said you’re not living enough, alcohol said we’ll show 
you.  We stayed out all night, alcohol and I.  Spent money we didn’t have on flights to cities 
we had no desire to see, just to say we’d been.  Ate, drank and smoked everything, partook in 
disembodied sexual experiences as part of a manic quest for something holy, because what if 
we died tomorrow never knowing what it felt like to be alive?

My moods would dip and dive.  I’d wallow in darkness and then I’d rise, renewed like I just 
came face to face with my maker and he decided: not today. So I threw myself into the busi-
ness of living with the fervour of the deeply religious.  

I read somewhere that addiction is an inability to accept life on life’s terms, a pursuit of ecstasy 
that is at the same time a refusal of what’s mundane and terrible about the experience of being 
alive.  

Life gave me a mind that swings like a pendulum between mania and utter despair, and I got 
addicted to the good times, so afraid of the darkness I would have done anything to keep it 
from dragging me under.  I followed alcohol through underwater caves and out into the sun-
light, danced with it along the knife-edge of madness.  I ignored that it was trying to kill me. 
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*

Masked and sanitised, I join the nutritionist in a warm room.  She has already read my intake 
forms, familiarised herself with what she calls ‘my story’ – the combination of mental, physi-
cal and emotional experiences that led to my current sickness.  Now, she turns her computer 
monitor to face me and I am confronted by the Bristol Stool Chart.  When she asks about 
the consistency of my bowel movements, I remind myself that she already knows everything 
about me.  I point to the number on the chart that corresponds to the appearance of my shit.  
Facing life on life’s terms, not mine, means accepting that I have nowhere to hide.  

The nutritionist explains that my body is inflamed.  My immune system is on autopilot, 
fighting every scrap of food I consume as if it were a diseased particle.  I have developed two 
autoimmune diseases as a result of chronic stress.  No wonder you feel tired, the nutritionist 
tells me, you’ve been in fight or flight for most of your life.  

My broken body needs time to heal.  This means a minimum of three months without gluten, 
dairy, sugar, caffeine, alcohol and refined carbohydrates.  I don’t mention my dependence on 
alcohol, but silently acknowledge that I’ll probably require more than three months off the 
booze.  The whole thing sounds like a prison sentence.  I haven’t gone more than a week with-
out a drink in almost ten years, yet suddenly I’m staring down a long flat road that stretches 
out over the horizon.  The way ahead is empty, devoid of all the distractions that make life 
bearable. 

They say knowledge is power, but in that moment I mourn the loss of ignorance.  Then I im-
agine colonies of bacteria eating away at my stomach lining and realise there’s no going back.  
Images of my body’s cells revolting against themselves tug at my mind, insistent.  I have one 
last blow-out, guzzling all of life’s forbidden fruit like it’s my last supper.  

*

It takes me six months to implement any real change.  I binge and starve and curse and grieve.  
If I can’t distract myself, I can’t breathe.  Manic, I make horrible, self-destructive decisions.  
Then the winds change, and I feel myself being dragged underneath.  

On the 1st of January, I pack my old life into boxes.  I call a taxi to the metaphorical airport 
to catch a hypothetical plane to my new life.  I enter the waiting room to the sound of Nicola 
Sturgeon’s weekly briefing on lockdown live.  I switch off my phone: this isn’t a day for doom 
scrolling.  It brings little comfort that the world outside is now scarier than the inside of my 
mind.   I choose a seat on the edge of the waiting room, anxious to remain socially distant, and 
settle in to observe the occupants of my old life. 

In this strange limbo where everyone feels half-alive, I begin to wonder if this might be the 
start of my awakening.  What might it feel like to truly live in my body?  How might it be to 
befriend my mind? 

Sober is strange because I haven’t met myself yet.  Because the world is burning and I’m rising 
like a phoenix from the ashes.  Because I know that I couldn’t have done this under any other 
circumstances.  For the first time I’m trying to remember each moment instead of drinking to 
forget, but I’m fifty days sober and my future looks as blank as my diary.  No flights have left 
this airport for weeks now, and every day I wonder who the hell I’m going to be if I make it 
out of this waiting room alive.
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Anna could be described as a normal 13-year-old girl. She lives with her mum, Karen, who 
works in a bank, her dad, Mark, who is a teacher and her two younger brothers. She works 
hard at school, likes going to dance classes and competitions and she’s talented at drawing.

The first time I meet her, she is lying in a hospital bed with intravenous fluids running into a 
cannula on her left arm. With her brown hair tied back and her large brown eyes, she looks 
scared and mutinous at the same time. The bones in her arms protrude under her skin which 
has a light covering of fine hair. She is linked up to a cardiac monitor and has an electric 
blanket on her bed. Her parents look up and although I’ve never met them before, I suspect 
they have aged 10 years over the past few weeks. As soon as they arrived at the hospital there 
was a blur of activity from doctors and nurses taking bloods, setting up the fluids, checking 
over an ECG and murmuring about dehydration, electrolyte imbalance and refeeding 
syndrome. Anna has been starving herself over the past few months. What started as a health 
kick and Veganuary has developed into a full-blown case of anorexia nervosa, a mental illness 
with the highest mortality of any disease we treat in psychiatry. What began with cutting out 
meat, then fish and dairy products accelerated into ruling out snacks and meals, until over 
the past week they were unable to persuade her to take more than a few sips of water. She has 
lost not only her body fat, but also muscle and vital organ tissue and her body is struggling to 
maintain her basic life support systems.

When I was a trainee, we were taught that anorexia in girls could be driven by a wish to avoid 
developing into a woman, since it stops pubertal development short. Another theory was 
that it represented a dysfunctional relationship with their care givers, particularly with their 
mothers. It is hard to think of anything which would scupper a parent’s relationship with 
their child more than their abject refusal to take in what they need to stay alive. The parents 
with whom I’ve worked have been completely bewildered by an illness which has taken over 
their child’s life, bringing them close to disaster. Many times, I’ve heard about girls, and in 
my experience, it has usually been girls, who were full of fun, hard-working, talented and 
kind, change into mute, unreachable strangers. We won’t find out for a while what triggered 
this illness for Anna. Over the years I’ve found that it could have started with a family loss, 
an unkind comment by her dance teacher about being a bit chubby, a racist remark, an overly 
zealous response to a healthy eating drive at school.  During the Covid-19 pandemic and 
lockdowns, it has also been a response to isolation, worry and lack of control over their young 
lives. Whatever precipitates the will to lose weight is almost universally supported by the 
portrayal of thinness on young people’s phones, TV and billboards. Being skinny is seen as 
synonymous with success, fame and wealth. Not only will losing weight bring you closer to 
these idealised, artificial images, it means that you are somehow a better person, stronger and 
admirable.

I’ve worked with young people who lost weight as a result of an illness like diabetes or cancer 
and find themselves congratulated on how well they look and how lucky they are to be so thin. 
There are online sites which encourage young people to starve themselves and the positive 
feedback can become addictive.
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Once the weight loss becomes established, it becomes the main focus of their lives with a 
continuous drive to avoid consuming calories and to work them off through a variety of ways 
like making themselves sick after eating or over-exercising. As we explain to Anna and her 
parents, anorexia nervosa is a very powerful illness which we need to separate from healthy 
Anna. By externalising and sometimes even giving it a different name, we can then work 
together to help Anna’s recovery. We tell them than anorexia is a powerful force which will 
need all of our ingenuity to tackle. It will tell Anna that she mustn’t eat because she is fat, that 
she should lose food through smearing it on her plate, hide it in her clothes, hold it in her 
mouth. 

My colleague, Alison, spends some time with Anna, getting to know her, finding out what 
matters to her, things that she likes to do. Sometimes it is hard in the early days for young 
people with this illness to think or talk about anything else and the effect of starvation on the 
brain can limit their thinking, render it monotonous and rigid. With her skill and experience, 
Alison manages to find out that Anna loves her cockapoo, is good at drawing and crafts and 
cares deeply about the environmental emergency. She has a small group of friends but it’s 
been hard to connect with them properly while the schools have been closed, and she finds 
her two younger brothers “annoying”. I get to know Karen and Mark and hear how Anna 
dressed herself in loose clothes over the past few months, took up running and liked to take 
her meals into her bedroom. They only realised the seriousness of her weight loss when Karen 
walked into the bathroom recently as Anna was getting out of the shower. Although they’ve 
heard of anorexia, they had always seen Anna as an active, slim girl who they had believed 
to be healthy. I talk them through the next couple of weeks when we, along with paediatric 
and mental health specialists, are going to support them to restore Anna to a healthier weight 
with the aim of getting her home. Years ago, young people in this situation would have been 
admitted to a psychiatric ward and usually for a prolonged admission. We know now that if it’s 
possible to do this safely, getting Anna home with intensive family-based treatment will give 
her the best and fastest chance of recovery. 

Two days later, I hear from the nurses who have been supporting Anna at every mealtime 
to take in a safe amount of food and build-up drinks. They have talked her through this and 
watched her closely so that no food is lost, including for half an hour after each meal. She’s 
been encouraged to stay in bed or a chair with craft materials and books along with her duvet 
cover and favourite soft toy from home to try to keep her motivated and distracted from 
the loud anorexic thoughts in her head. Her blood tests have shown that her phosphate has 
dropped and we need to pull back from increasing her meals further. She hasn’t managed to 
finish her meals, carefully cutting them up and taking in small mouthfuls very slowly and is 
refusing the build-up drink which can replace what she’s missed. I talk to her parents about 
the possibility of needing to use a nasogastric tube to give her feeds if she can’t manage them 
herself. Even with their consent, we might need to use the Mental Health Act since this is 
such a significant intervention and Anna should be supported to access the protection this 
legislation brings.

This approach is so different from how we usually work with children and young people, 
taking all control, being guided by her physiological measurements and blood tests rather 
than her thoughts, wishes and feelings. Right now, Anna is needing the adults to meet the 
power of the anorexic thinking with a stronger force, aimed at first at keeping her alive and 
then helping her to gradually take control. This will take weeks and months of specialist input, 
working with her parents to empower them at mealtimes, monitoring her physical wellbeing, 
offering her psychological therapy when she is in a position to think and reflect on what 
matters to her. 
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There are many areas of mental health where the concept of what is “normal” is a subjective 
concept, albeit hopefully informed by either personal self-knowledge or clinical training 
and experience.  One man’s manic episode might be another’s creative streak. One woman’s 
delusion might be another’s religious belief. We need to step cautiously when judging what are 
normal thoughts, feelings or behaviours. 

However, for young people who have become physically unwell because of an eating disorder 
we are guided by physiological parameters, as to what is within the normal range and what 
is not. We will frequently need to check Anna’s heart rate, her breathing and her biochemical 
status. Although the human body is remarkably adaptable and can handle some variation 
in these measures, we are guided by the range of normality. Too high or too low potassium 
carries a risk of cardiac arrest, a further fall in heart rate or temperature could be fatal. The 
introduction of normal eating can trigger her phosphate level to drop because of the change 
in how the body processes this new diet, which can cause a range of difficulties including 
breathing problems, confusion and coma. Our early treatment is guided by this helpful 
concept of the normal range of her physical and biochemical well-being and this supports 
her physical recovery which can then lead to recovery of her cognitive abilities, her ability to 
think more clearly and more flexibly. She can only get to this stage by “getting back to normal” 
physically. It leads me to propose that in this case, being normal is really rather wonderful. 
We live in amazing bodies with their external similarities and differences. They are serviced 
by sophisticated systems constantly sensing and regulating our organs, bones, skin and blood, 
maintaining our internal balance, our homeostasis.

We have seen more young people like Anna in our hospital than ever before, over the past 
year we have looked after the same number with severe anorexia in some months as we would 
have seen in previous years. For every Anna, there are another 10 being referred to their 
community mental health teams each week and we have to assume that behind this lie more 
and more young people feeling unhappy about their size and shape, comparing themselves 
with Instagram posts and developing an abnormal attitude towards eating. These young 
people will come from all types of backgrounds, but as ever, those who are also faced with 
poverty, family illness, addictions and disability will fare worse. Quite rightly, the mental 
health and wellbeing of our children and young people has been a focus during the Covid-19 
pandemic and as we emerge from what we hope will be the last lockdown, supporting them 
all to adjust to being back at school is important. This could include a programme of health 
promotion and prevention, helping children and young people to develop a positive body 
image, to learn that being happy in your own skin and being healthy is the prize. 

Most young people will emerge from this unscathed, some even stronger, with additional 
resilience and awareness of what is important to them and their families. What we cannot 
and should not ignore is the small but important number of those who will not just feel the 
expected feelings of sadness, worry and grief, but those who like Anna will become severely 
unwell and will need intensive and sometimes prolonged input from specialist mental health 
services. We need more trained clinicians with expertise in assessing and treating mental 
illness in our younger citizens. It can be hard for some people to hear and believe that children 
and young people can become seriously unwell with their mental health. It seems even harder 
to get the attention of key policy makers and fundholders who are usually focused on the 
needs of adults, especially those with physical illnesses. 

But it’s a fact, normal children get sick too.
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Journal Entry 1

Dancing is my liberation.

My brain legit forgot how to dance after my leg got traumatically torn a few years ago. I’m sure 
that sounds odd to some people, but I literally didn’t know how to even squat anymore after 
my injury because of my PTSD/cPTSD not allowing me to move the same if at all. I had to 
learn how to re-walk at the age of 24 like a baby, then go from there. It was excruciating not 
being able to move in my body as I did before, not just in a physical way, but on all levels of 
my soul crying out in the dark to dance again. My brain still to this day doesn’t always connect 
the way I’d like it to with my body with certain motions & activities. Having to retrain my 
brain to let myself know it’s safe to move certain ways has been a many years long journey. I 
still love my body & mind, regardless, of some of the impediments I work around in daily life 
& in dance. 

Dance is my ultimate meditation because my meditation is movement that takes me away 
differently than when I write sitting still. 

I usually don’t like sharing as I work through certain melancholic sides to myself while still 
digesting at this level of healing, but this time felt different & seems necessary for my different 
stage of healing while sharing my realities.

I’ve been a dancer for years & began recording myself through instant film and video after 
moving to Glasgow in October 2020. I actually am not a huge fan of me being recorded while 
dancing because I rather just feel everything in the moment of embracing myself at the clubs 
& studios with all my mates and strangers in the ambiance.

Dance is a huge part of my exposure therapy for my brain, body, and soul to re-connect & 
documenting myself is art therapy- it’s the healing involving me reclaiming my body & spirit- 
reclaiming the space my body & spirit take up. I record my dance movement to help digest & 
reconnect with my past, present, & future self. I do not record my dance movement to observe 
or scrutinize to see what I’m doing “incorrectly” to improve on. I am a freeform hip-hop & 
contemporary dancer & for the past three years my body has been remembering this way so 
I can move & do as it pleases when I’m ready, so I don’t get triggered by being forced to do 
anything.

Dance is my joy in my spirit, heart, bones, blood, flesh.
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Journal Entry 2

I massively miss dancing with my friends, with strangers all sharing sweat across our 
bodies & feeling the vibrations of the beats that take us faraway yet deep inside of ourselves, 
simultaneously. It took me one year after my leg surgery to get into a dance club when I visited 
Australia for the first time. I had taken previous steps before that to get to that point & when 
I got in the club, I felt alive again in another way yet still fearful with my PTSD. But I’ve been 
dancing all over my flat & outside in Glasgow (yes, sometimes I do freeze my ass off). 

I highly dislike the word ‘recovery’ cause I feel like I’ll always be working through an obstacle 
with my dance & daily life while living with PTSD/cPTSD & an altered body.

I believe living with PTSD is highly misunderstood & misrepresented for many people. 
For me as a Black woman, I have my worries of the higher possibility of Black people being 
deemed as more “threatening” when we have a mental health issues due to racism, & then we 
become harmed or locked up in medical facilities/prisons as many other people do. 

Many times, I haven’t felt comfortable so much discussing my mental health, but it needs to 
be shared more in order for these misconceptions to be limited/stopped and for nuances to 
be paid attention to. The reality is that my PTSD/cPTSD can be triggered at any moment. I 
know many of my triggers but it’s not to say that sometimes a new trigger will come out of 
nowhere or an old trigger will resurface, regardless, if I’m dancing in a movement I’ve already 
re-learned or a daily activity I’ve gotten used to doing again. I can go into a state of shock 
anywhere from a few seconds to hours.

Living with PTSD/cPTSD is an endless list for me what I’ve worked through along the years 
and what I continue do work through. Some are:

Learning how to step in & out of a shower trusting my leg, stepping on and off a tram, walking 
up & down stairs with a centered waist (I re-learned while listening to mostly trap/house/
electronic music & stepped to the beats so my body would remember movement). Living with 
PTSD/cPTSD is learning to build trust with myself and with people again to share touch & 
share spaces like on the dance floor. 

Journal Entry 3

What everyone doesn’t physically see is how I live with permanent nerve damage in ¼ of my 
surgical leg. I sometimes dance through the pain or on occasions, I have to sit out. And when 
my non-surgical leg overcompensates for my surgical leg, that side can become painful too, 
not only physically, but mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.

I developed permanent nerve damage where my nerves were cut during my surgery & they 
apparently weren’t repaired so parts of my knee are numb & I can’t feel anything through some 
of my top layers & then the other nerve damage is an excruciating feeling of lightening & fire 
burning & some days it feels like I have an inner bruise. I’m a person who can be debilitated 
by my nerve damage & PTSD/cPTSD while linking into my multiple mental health issues. 
I believe this will always be a wild journey of itself for me because many people will see 
me dance & assume I’m just fine when in reality my leg has chronic pains & less extended 
movement, my brain doesn’t always function the way I’d like it to. I don’t move the same way 
as I used to, but I refuse to let that stop me from breakin’ ankles on the dance floor! (Not 
literally, I don’t wanna break anything).
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Journal Entry 4

Dance is my love of diaspora & culture.

I created a hard cut dance video that involves me dancing in Glasgow whether intimately in 
my flat or outdoors. The video has a bit of Maya Angelou on dance, bit of Nina Simone on 
Freedom, bit of Powerpuff Girls, bit of Kiki’s Delivery Service, and some of my favorite songs 
all incorporated. The video is full of songs of different volumes, pauses in sound and dance, 
and other cool shit. It’s funny cause when I danced outside, I kept getting stopped on the street 
by people to talk- aw, bless. Even a neighborhood kitty stopped to chill with me. But for real, 
everyone and their mom was outside in my neighborhood and I loved it!

This video I made is to celebrate me dancing after my leg was reconstructed & this new stage 
in my life while living in Scotland. I love dance because I can be me in a whole other way. I 
dance my own grooves & my own type of sexy whether it be poppin’ & lockin’; or me swaying 
my hips side to side making faces getting into the beat & emotions; or playing with levels 
trying to strengthen my surgical leg & let my PTSD/cPTSD know it’s totally ok to do a spin 
(still working on those spins).

When I whine & thrust my hips, it’s to resist colonization of culture, body, & spirit & to 
give a middle finger to being deemed “too sexy” & when I pop/lock/stomp that’s also to 
resist colonization of being deemed “too aggressive”. I love sharing dance and culture to be 
appreciated with others. We are not here for body & cultural policing but to hold autonomy 
in our bodies, minds, spirits & lives. And I will not let my trauma win over my freedom of 
movement.

What’s symbolic is that when I danced outside, I’m seen in the video wearing the black boots 
I first wore when I danced for the first time out in Australia when I moved there. A lovely 
2-inch heel cause I conquered that stage of my PTSD of wanting to reach higher to the skies. 
I’m a HEAVY footwork dancer so I’m still getting the hang many days of speedwork with my 
feet & incorporating higher boots as I go. It’s funny cause I’ve broken about 5 pairs of boots 
while dancing in my life, so I’m trynna dance that hard again. That good ol’ footwork that taps 
on my ancestors’ graves to wake them up for a daily groove.

Dance is communication that traverses borders. Dance is fun. Dance is emotional. Dance is 
life. Dance is truth. 

Dancing is my power.
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First off, to have eugenic thought simply means 
you believe another group of human being 
is lesser than you due to some biological or 
physical difference. There is a spectrum of 
eugenic thought, from the rather mild “you are 
less important than me” to the more extreme 
“you are less important than me and you are 
ruining our resources/ economy/healthcare/
society. We would be better off without you”. 
All of these examples are real, and have 
happened to me throughout my 27 years. 
There are many more examples that I did not 
wish to write. All of the following narratives 
run through the spectrum of eugenic 
extremism in British society for those with 
illness and disability. 

Eugenic Thought in Love and Relationships: 

Example one:

We were in Morrisons and I just slammed 
the freezer doors and chucked some chicken 
into the trolley. As I began to push the trolley 
further down the aisle, he announced that he 
was leaving me to go back to his ex-girlfriend. 

My spine tightened and my chest felt heavy. I 
tried to look him in the eye but he avoided my 
gaze. I called him a coward in my head. There 
was a hollow silence that I finally filled with:

“Why?”

He half laughed and shrugged awkwardly. He 
then delivered his reason

“Well, at least my ex is healthy”

Example two: 

He enthusiastically took his state of the art 
iphone out from his trench coat pocket. He 
padded out what looked like an exclamation to 
someone whilst I sat mildly confused besides 
him. Two seconds prior I just confide in him 
that I have a pacemaker. That I am in fact on 
my fourth pacemaker.

When you have illness your body is fair game. 
As he’s texting he’s asking me

“So when they cut you open, are you like, 
awake?”

I don’t answer this deeply personal 
question. I begin to grow suspicious on 
what he’s texting, and to whom. I cautiously 
interrupted his busy thumbs by asking him 

“Erm. Mate. What are you texting?”

“I mean. Huh. Soz, jus’ letting the boys know 
that I’m on a date with a real life cyborg”

I was silent briefly as I contemplated my 
response. Was I going to be reasonable? 
Angry? Would I laugh at the weirdness that 
tumbled from his mouth? 

Regrettably, I went for a rather passive reply. 
I said somewhat timidly “I’m not a cyborg. 
I’m a person, a human.” 

He laughed at this suggestion. He looked 
at me from the sides of his eyes whist still 
tapping on his phone. “You’re like a half 
human aren’t you though. I mean, Ok. 
Maybe like a three quarter human. If you 
can’t survive without machinery you’re not 
really a full person are you?”

Example three:

He finally saw me on the first date. The 
first thing I noticed was that he raised his 
eyebrows and pursed his lips upon seeing 
me. He delivered his male gaze verdict

“Oh wow. Oh…you are not as ugly as I was 
expecting.”
He then proceeds to tenderly brush his 
index fingers amongst one of my surgical 
indentations that was on show, he looks up 
at me, caressing my shoulder and comes out 
with

“Don’t worry.” He near whispers “I will love 
you despite your scars.”

He expected me to thank him. I did not. 
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Example four:

I spoke to a woman of similar age and 
condition about these incidents. She rolled her 
eyes and replied

“My last date got up after I told him about my 
medical condition and he said “sorry. I don’t 
date disabled people””.

Eugenic Thought in the Medical Professions

Example one:

I was told my mother should have 
aborted me. ss

Example two: 

My mother was told, repeatedly, that she 
should have aborted me by the medical 
professionals who were in charge of my care.

Example three: 

I asked my doctor about starting a family. He 
said it was absolutely possible. Ten minutes 
later I was handed medication that causes 
miscarriage if I tried to conceive. My doctor 
told me it was to help with my condition but 
warned me to not to try for a family whilst on 
it. I have not taken that medication.

Example four: 

The NHS guidance on family planning for 
my condition includes a singular sentence 
about family planning and three paragraphs 
are dedicated towards me and others like me 
to avoid pregnancy. Males with the condition 
could cause genetic spread, so the advice 
stresses heavily on male contraception, 
rather than family planning, counselling and 
guidance.

Example five:

I am told how much my conditions costs the 
NHS. I am told I am a burden on the burned 
out staff. I feel pressurised into saying sorry for 
my existence. It is not just the individuals who 
think I am lesser. Society does not want me 
alive.

Eugenic Thought During COVID

Example One:

Last summer I was yelled at on a train home 
from work. A man without a mask slid next 
to my seat and asked me questions I can’t 
remember. All I remember was panic, I 
wanted him away from me. His lungs could 
infect mine. I sternly ask him to move away 
from me as I was at an “at risk” category and 
he was not wearing a mask. 

He stood up, hurt by my rejection, and he 
yelled “Why you out? People like you should 
be locked up in your houses! You’re limiting 
our freedom!”

Onlookers did nothing. I did not leave the 
house for weeks after this. He got what he 
wanted.

Example Two:

I am expected to suppress my freedom 
for others and assume that it is for “my 
protection”

Example Three:

Nobody talks about the impact of the 
disabled working community on the 
economy or society should COVID destroy 
us. Nobody talks about us.

Example Four:

“Protect the NHS” comes before “Save Lives”. 
The font in the posters for Protect the NHS is 
bolder. We are lesser. 

Example Five:

There was a declaration signed by Oxford 
Epidemiologists (The “Great Barrington 
Declaration”) that asked to keep people 
like me locked away from human touch, 
interaction and livelihoods so the “normal” 
people could go about their lives and this is 
was not seen as an example of a hate speech.

Conclusion:

Eugenic thought is so normalised against 
those with disability and illness in 
individuals, medical professions and society 
that it’s almost as banal as tooth brushing, 
as such we run the risk of it not being 
documented. We need to break this. 
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When All This Is Over I’ll go to the library
browse for three hours and touch all the pages

drive through the retail park where nothing’s essential
 marvel at people who wander round freely

buy plants in profusion at the out-of-town garden centre
with queuing and chatter and cake in the cafe.

 I’ll get on the Megabus with random escapees 
When All This Is Over and tour around Scotland

heading North on the A9 just for the hell of it
we’ll sing When You’re Smiling to cheer up the driver

I’ll move through the bus with boxes of Roses
hear snippets of stories of courage and grieving.

I’ll go for a haircut When All This Is Over
get highlighted spikes and a new sense of daring 

then into the pub to meet friends and singers 
tell tales of survival, eat chips with our fingers,

play songs until midnight, spill out on the pavement 
 mock our own smallness and the two-metre rule.

I’ll sit on a park bench with a takeaway coffee
 and a couple of strangers When All This Is Over 
to cry over hard times when life was impossible 
stocking up toilet rolls, bingeing on chocolate 

promise never again to ignore other people
and keep kitchen dancing just for the hell of it.

When All This Is Over I’ll walk up Schiehallion
and share my prosecco with folk on the summit 
breathe in clear air and toast our good fortune

 savouring the moments of life re-emerging 
I’ll write epic poems of wreckage and Covid

and the force of compassion sustaining the world.
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(i)

Under the neon-blasted door of the high street Macdonalds 
uber drivers check their phones. 
Parked in a row, 
they lean over their wheels clothed like desert Sherpas, though
it is cold, early January and the sun packed it in hours ago. 
People pass down this road like shadows, bin men do
their work along the empty kerbsides.
They move off like birds in flight,
u-turning in front of the empty 93- 
a passenger-less ghost-bus
continues through the intersection. 
The wall of the pub is dry, not soaked with Friday-night
piss. The owner of the all-you-can eat Indian
buffet stands at his window-
a stack of takeaway boxes
tower on the grey counter.

(ii)

I am trying to think of something sad to
write about streetlamps-
Maybe they are sighing or, better- glowing
lonely like harbours with
no ships.
But it doesn’t stick.
The lamp posts, rubbish bins, shop fronts, bike racks-
are the same as they were,
and cannot be sad or lonely.
It is the people that are more singular, like a chessboard 
at the end of a game. 
The space around us increases.
Each footstep on the pavement a downcast note,
louder without the usual end-of-the-week crowd.
A Perspex-like separation,
holding out the air,
a rich quietness that rings with
the pure note of a bike bell.
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so look up at the stars then
down at the ground

as there’s nothing to be found,
like we know it to be

the world is not
beautiful.
we are all

characters in a production,
far from being

unique,
we can call ourselves

already dead and gone.
violence and unacceptance are

everywhere we go,
unavoidable.

we are all
alone.

you’d be going insane if you said you were
living without pain,
we feel much better

when we know others hurt more.
we cannot tell the truth

as we are programmed that way to the core.
we always run.

because that’s what makes us typically human.
when faced with fear

we are the same mess, identical
versions of normal.

we are 7 billion individual
failures.

after all experience only comes from
our fatal decisions – 

we make them on many occasions
: it defines humanity.

the word hope
is lost

.nothing
will change

this testimony…
But what if we read upwards?






